
MATH 467 FACTORIZATION AND PRIMALITY

TESTING, FALL 2017, PROBLEMS 7

Return by Monday 23rd October

The last question on this homework involves a moderate amount of computing, so
I am giving you two weeks to do it.

1. Suppose that p is a prime number and q|p − 1. Prove that the congruence
1 + x + · · ·+ xq−1 ≡ 0 (mod p) has exactly q − 1 solutions.

2. Find a complete set of quadratic residues r modulo 13 in the range 1 ≤ r ≤ 12.

3. Evaluate the following Legendre symbols.

(i)

(
2

127

)
L

, (ii)

(
−1

127

)
L

, (iii)

(
5

127

)
L

, (iv)

(
11

127

)
L

.

4. (i) Prove that 3 is a QR modulo p when p ≡ ±1 (mod 12) and is a QNR when
p ≡ ±5 (mod 12).

(ii) Prove that −3 is a QR modulo p for primes p with p ≡ 1 (mod 6) and is a
QNR for primes p ≡ −1 (mod 6).

(iii) By considering 4x2 + 3 show that there are infinitely many primes in the
residue class 1 (mod 6).

5. Write a programme to implement the Miller–Rabin test in its deterministic form
in which one assumes the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, and use it to test the
following four numbers. (Yes, the fourth number really does have 65 decimal digits.)
For ease of reading, each number is split into blocks of five. Note that the fourth
number is split over two lines. The numbers are also on my web site and can be
copied from there directly into any programme. The output from your programme
should read, for each number, either “n is composite. a is a witness.” where n is the
number being tested and a is the value of the witness, or “n is prime”. No other
output is necessary, but attach a printout of your programme to your solutions.
The run time on each of these numbers should not exceed a minute or so.

(a) 1543 26786 44434 20616 87767 76407 51301,
(b) 23 45678 90234 56789 92345 67899 23454 56677 78889 90189,
(c) 24 47952 03711 21008 47479 21311 83260 22843 43770 50031 26289,
(d) 59545 79759 87595 84957 49857 98595 85984 75945 79485 79595 79485 94567
99501.


